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music for decades, but an enduring love ofBach
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Bach, and an indication oflMoodr'vard's rever-

Bremen. Howeveq when the Debussypreludes were

ence for the composer is his insistence that the

recorded there during one ofhis recitalg persistent
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contain a facsimile ofthe score.
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ofthe most modem composers of
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Sebastian Bach. I do not see his music
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PeterMchael Hamel defies pigeon-holing.
Australian-boq San Francrsco-based Roger
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so much "piano
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music that was more erperimental than
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a

sense
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alert, forward-looking repertoire

across the centuries
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i' as well because ofthe more articulate qualities and
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Hurlstone, Schreck,
_lylal 8aq199n tgnetas-

ofthe 1 9th on organ before the

great debate

Ilslen-o..rpheeir".

the life and work ofearly' and mid-20th-century
music. It has nowbecome customaryto hear such

works in concert programmes all over the world and
the public accepts them as some kind ofer,tension

of

9th'century romanticism without necessarily feeling
tlreatenedl
1

Miaskovsky: Quartets
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Cuarteto Casals ... ..
Harmonia Mundi HMC 902062

Frank Forst, bassoon, Yukiko

a

The works presented offer a

thoughtful thesis: how three
Hurlstone's excursions from romanticism into

Hungarian composers in the first half of the 20th

a plethora or rustic tunes and Schreck's stricter

century struggled againsl sonata form: Bartok in

adherence to sonata structure allow Forst

aa

I

to

his fourth quartet with a stream of folk-inspired

display dexlerity, Lachner and Spohr evoke a rich

melodies, Ligeti with gritty, stabbing textures in his

legato but it is Leo Ayler's work that spans a wide
range of moods and true dialogue, engagrngly

Quartet No 1, Kurt5g with brooding, truncated

conveyeo nere.

formidable demands superbly.

***l:r.

42

phrases

in 12 Microludes. The ensemble meets the

Miaskovsky's final quartet opens
with an eight-note theme that plunges one back
to Tchaikovsky3 Russia and weaves an opulent ten-

minute tapestry in the first movement. The entire
work radiates yearning retrospect. The quartet
from 20 years earlier is forward-looking, Gallic in
its flirtation

with dissonance. Both are works that

demand return to the concert repertory
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